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We obtain: “Let E be a strong dual of a complex nuclear Fcechet space (a DFN 
space for short) and let F be a closed C” form of type (0, 1) on E. Then there 
exists a C” function f on E as the solution of zj-= F.” Since every dual nuclear 
complete locally convex space may be considered (from the viewpoint of its 
bounded sets) as an inductive limit of DFN spaces this result is immediately 
applicable to problems of infinite dimensional holomorphy in a setting that goes far 
beyond that of DFN spaces. Furthermore this result and a lemma used in its proof 
improve previous of C. J. Henrich and P. Raboin on the aequation in Hilbert or 
DFN spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Henrich [6] opened the study of the 8 equation in infinite dimensional 
spaces and he obtained the existence of solutions with some polynomial 
growth in the case of an abstract Wiener triple. Then Rapp [ 141 and Raboin 
[ 1 l-131 obtained various results. In particular Raboin obtained a result of 
the existence of C, solutions in DFN spaces with basis when the second 
member is a C” form satisfying certain technical conditions. 
Motivated by a previous study of convolution equations (Colombeau and 
Perrot [4]) the authors obtained the result stated in the abstract, which is 
applied to the study of some homogeneous convolution equations in 
Colombeau et al. [5]. Our method of proof intensively uses the internal 
structure of DFN spaces, results of Pietsch [lo] and an improvement of 
Raboin’s proof (this last proof is based upon Hormander’s inequalities [9] 
and the theory of integration in Hilbert spaces (Skorohod [ 151)). In other 
words, and with classical notations (8(E) = gm(E)), we obtain, for any 
complex DFN space, the exactness of the following sequence of 
Frechet-Schwartz spaces, 
which is the tool needed for the study of convolution equations in 
Colombeau et al. [5]. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
If E is a DFN space, E is a countable injective inductive limit of an 
increasing sequence (E,) of Banach spaces. Furthermore we may assume 
that each E, is a separable Hilbert space and that each inclusion map 
En*En+1 is nuclear (see [8] Chap. VII; [7, Chap. VIII]). A holomorphic 
function on E is a continuous function whose restriction to each finite dimen- 
sional subspace is holomorphic, or equivalently in the case of DFN spaces, a 
function on E whose restriction to each Banach space E, is holomorphic. We 
denote by d?(E) the space of the holomorphic functions on E, equipped with 
the compact open topology. A complex valued C” function on E is a 
function on E whose restriction to each E, is C” in the sense of the real 
structure associated to the complex Banach space E, (many notions of C, 
functions on locally convex spaces coincide with this one in the case of DFN 
spaces; see [ 1,2]). We recall that each compact subset of E is contained and 
compact in some E, (see [8 Chap. VII]). Hence we equip the space B(E) of 
these C” functions on E with its natural topology of uniform convergence of 
the functions and derivatives on each compact subset of E (see [5] for more 
details). Z(E) and B(E) are Frechet-Schwartz spaces (see [2], for instance). 
For every integer p, we denote by /i,(E) the space of the skew symmetric 
p-antilinear continuous forms o on E (i.e., w(x, ,..., xP) = (-l)s(0) 
4x,, ,***, x,J, where s(c) is the signature of the permutation 0, and 
4x1 fW1, x *, . . . . x,) = Iw(x,, x2,..., xp) t ,Uw(y,, x2,..., x,)). A,(E) is 
equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on the bounded subsets 
of E; A,(E) is the projective limit of the Banach spaces A,(E,). A @‘“O 
differential form of type (0,~) on E is a GY?“O function on E valued in ,4,,(E); 
‘P’ is to be understood in the following sense: for every integer n and k, the 
composed map E, + E + A,(E) +A,(E,J is @P for the real structure 
associated to the complex Banach space E,. We denote by 8(,,,,(E) the 
space of g’” differential forms of type (0,~) on E, equipped with the 
topology of uniform convergence on. the compact subsets of E for the 
differential form and each derivative (remark that we can consider that B(E) 
IS the space b(,,,, (E) with the usual convention A,(E) = C). 
For every integer p we define the gP operator B(,,,,(E) valued in 
E”o,,+,,(E) by the usual formula 
ifwE (O,P)(~), x E E, yi E E, i = l,..., p $ 1, and where the hat on yk means 
that y, is omitted. 
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An element F of gCO,JE) is said to be closed iff &F = 0. We denote by 
P ~(O,p)c,osed(E) the subspace of these elements. 
In the sequel we only write 2 in place of $D because no confusion is 
possible. 
3. THEOREM 
Let E be a DFN space. For any closed, Q” difSerentia1 form F of type 
(0, 1) on E there exists a G?w funtion f on E such that @ = F. 
In order to prove the theorem we need two lemmas: 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and T a nuclear, injective, self-adjoint 
operator on H with dense range; we denote by H, the range of T equipped 
with the scalar product (TX, Ty),, = (x, y)*. We define HTZ, H,I and HP in 
the same way. 
LEMMA 1. Let F be a closed Q”” differential form of type (0, 1) and of 
bounded type on H (i.e., F and its derivatives are bounded on each bounded 
subset of H), Then there exists a Q”O function f * on He such that gf * = F 
on HT4. 
Proof. This lemma is an improvement of a Raboin’s result: Theorem 2 of 
[ 111 (see also 19, lo]) in which the function f * was only known to be of 
class 59’. 
The beginning of our proof is just Raboin’s proof, but we need it to be 
written in detail for a good understanding of the end of the proof. 
The proof is divided into six steps denoted by (A), (B),..., (F). 
A. Construction of the function f *. Let (en)nEk be an orthonormal basis 
of H made of eigenvectors for T: 
T(e,) = 1, e, . 
Let x be a convex, increasing, of class GY2 and a strictly positive function 
on IT?+ such that 
VnEM e("z)firr) > ,~JP llJ'(T)ll,,cH,. (1) 
<"+I 
We can find such a function because F is bounded on each bounded subset 
of H. 
Let rp be the function on H defined by q(z) = x(IJz(l’ + 1). lp is plurisubhar- 
manic and g2 on H; from (1) it follows that 
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Let H, be the vector span of {e ,,..., e,} and let P, be the orthogonal 
projection from H onto H,. Let 9, = cp 0 P, and let T,, be the map 
z = (z, ,..., z,,) + T,,(z) = i liziei. 
i=l 
We define a Cm closed differential form F,, of type (0, 1) on G” by 
&‘z> Y = W’J) . T,Y if y, z E C”. 
Let 
k,(z) = cp(T,,z) + 4 II z II* if zEC” 
(3) 
(4) 
(where 11 11 is here the usual Euclidean norm on C”). 6, is strictly 
plurisubharmonic with a coefficient of plurisubharmonicity > f. 
From (3) one obtains 
lIEI(~ ,,p) G WKAll,,,, 3 
where 1= sup” 11, I. 
Hence it follows from (2) that 
llR&)ll A(Cn) <A,e(“2)m(T*z). (5) 
From (4) and (5) one obtains 
llpn(z)ll;(c”) e-““‘z’ < ~2e-w2M* VZEC”, (6) 
If czn denotes the Lebesgue measure on I?” one obtains from (6) 
(7) 
Now from Hormander [9, Theorem 4.4.11 and the hypoellipticity of 5 (in 
the finite dimensional case) there exists a C” function$, on C” such that 
Let 
f,(z) =.f& ‘PA if zEH (9) 
(8) 
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(note that each Ai is nonzero since T is injective; hence T; ’ makes sense).f,, 
is a C” function on H and from (3), (8), (9) we obtain 
&(z, y = F(P,z) P,Y t/Z,4’EH. (10) 
Let us denote by flu, the image by the operator T of the Gaussian pro- 
measure p on H. ,ur is a measure on H equipped with its weak topology 
a(H, H’) (from the Minlos-Sazonov theorem). By the definition of jam, 
From (8) one obtains 
I H Ifml’e- fPon(z) dp,(z) < 21*. (11) 
This shows that the sequence of functions (f,,e-““‘2) is bounded in L2C,uT). 
Hence there is a subsequence-that we denote also by f,e-““‘* as is 
customary-which is weakly convergent in L2&.) to an element of L2&) 
that we denote by (fe-m’2) in the sequel. 
Let us define f by f= (fi-@“)e (p’2 Let B be a closed ball in H, not . 
necessarily centered at the origin. f is a square integrable function on B for 
the measure pT. 
where 
I If(z) -.uz>l I WI Q,(z) Q a + A (121 B 
a = 
i 
B )fn(z)e-(‘/*)Qfi@) -f(z)e-(‘~2)v(z) (e(1/2)mn(z)) h \dpT(z), 
/3 = j Iflz)h(z) [e(“2)(rn(z)--rp(z)) - l]] d&z). 
B 
e(“2)6n is bounded on B uniformly in n; hence from (12) a + 0 if n + + co 
and from the theorem of dominated convergence p + 0 if n --) +a~. 
We have just proved the following: 
For every ball B in H and for every h E L2C,uT) 
i 
If(z) --f,(z)1 1 h(z)1 dpT(z) + 0 if n -+ +ao. 
B 
(13) 
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Now if z and x are two fixed elements of H let us consider the functions 
from C to G: <+fn(z + t;U). The Cauchy integral formula on the unit disk 
(see Hormander [9, Theorem 1.2.11) gives 
f,(z) = j*“jn(z + xe’“) g + 2 j1 j2n $fn(Z + rXf?i,)(Xd”) y. (14) 
0 0 0 
We integrate in x on a ball B of H for the measure ,u,. From some 
rotation invariance of ,uT on the vector space H, we obtain 
p,(B)f,(z)=j f,(z+x)dlll(x)t2j~jB~~(z+rx)xdrdlr,(x), 15) 
B 
which from (10) may be written 
p=(B) f,(z) = 1 J,(x t Z) dp,(x) t 2 j1 1 F[P,(z t 41&x ~r&W. (15’) B 0 B 
Always following Raboin’s method, from Skorohod [15, Theorem 2, 
Sect. 161 we find that every z in H, is an admissible direction for pr and 
~+,,PP~ = IM-T 4 where P~,~ is the translated measure defined by 
P~,~(B) = ,uT(B - z) for every Bore1 set B. The function x -+pr(x, z) is 
defined for ~1~ almost everywhere by 
p,(x, z) = exp{-f [I] T-i zI]i - 2 Re(T-‘z, T-lx),]}, 
P~(x,z)=~~~{-~[II~II~,-~R~(~,X>~,I), 
(16) 
where (T- ‘z, T- lx),, = (z, x)~~ is understood as Cn [ l/(~,)*](z,e,), 
(x, e,), for fixed z E H, and every x E H such that this series converges. It 
is easy to prove that x+p,(x, z) is in L*@,) and that 
IIM . y z)IL~~,,, = ew{+f lIzIl~,I. (17) 
From (15’) we obtain, from Skorohod [ 15, property I Sect. 191 (the 
functions f, are bounded on z + B which is weakly compact in H, because 
they are tame functions), 
PAW&> = j f,,(x) PAX, z) 9.(x) 
z+B 
t2 ' 
li F[P,(z t rx)]Pnx dr d/+(x). 0 B 
(18) 
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Let n -+ +oo in (18). From (13) the first integral tends to 
JZ + J(x) &(x, z) &r(x) and from the theorem of dominated convergence the 
second integral tends to 2 j: I, F(z + TX)X dr d&x). Hence the sequence of 
functions z -i jfT(B) f,( z converges pointwise on H, to a function denoted ) 
by z -+ pr(B)f *(z) such that 
+2 F(z + rx)x dr d/i,(x) VrEH,. (19) 
Let B’ be a ball in H, (recall B was a ball in H) and let z f B’. From 
(18) it follows that 
’ +2 II IF[f’,(z + rx)] . P,x( dr d&x). 0 B 
From (1 l), 11 fne-(l’*)@” I(LZo+B,yrj Q A2”*; furthermore Ile”‘2’0n 
PA.9 1111 Lt(B I +B,PrJ is bounded uniformly in n and z in B’. The second term is 
also bounded uniformly in n and z in B’. Hence we have 
where M and N are two constants independent of n and of z E B’. Hence the 
functions f, are equibounded on each ball of H, and as a consequence f * is 
bounded on each ball of H,. 
We now denote by ,u$ the measure image by the restriction of T to H, of 
the Gaussian promeasure on H,. As before (case p = 0) ,u”, is a measure on 
HTP equipped with its weak topology (Minlos-Sazonov theorem). Let us 
remark that now the superscript p will be, in general, an index. 
From Cauchy’s integral formula (14) written with the functions f, one 
may perform the same integrations with ,u”, as those done above with 
,u~(=&). If BP denotes a ball in H, one has 
&(B”lf,(z) = j f,(x) P% z) d&(x) 
z+BP 
I +2 
li 
F[P,(z + rx)] P,x dr d&,(4 (1f3p) 
0 B 
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if 2 E HTP+~ and p”#, z) = exp{-f [11~/1&+~ - 2 Re(z, x)~~+I]}. For any 
z E HrP+l it follows from (lgP), (20) and the theorem of dominated 
convergence that 
PwP)f*(z) = 1 f*(x) &(x9 z) d&W .7tLlp 
I 
+2 II F(z + rx)x dr d&.(x). (1W 0 BP 
B. Continuity of the function f *. Let E > 0, z E H+ and h E H+ be given. 
We use f * given on HT2 by ( lgp) with p = 1. 
PW) if*(z + h)--f *@)I 
= I [f*W-fn(~)l~:@~~ +W&4 rth+if’ 
’ +2 
il 
[F(z + h + rx) x - F(z + IX) . x] dr d&.(x). (21) 
0 B’ 
Let B’* be a ball in HT2 and let A* be the unit ball of HT2. Let z E B’* and 
let h E A*. From (17) l#(., Y)[[~z~~+~ is bounded if y E B’* + A*. 
i zthtB’ 
If *(XI -f,(x)1 P;& z + h) d&4 < Ilf * -fnII~~~~,l+~~+~l.e:). 
f, -+ f * pointwise on H, and the functions f, are uniformly bounded on each 
ball of H, (20); hence from the theorem of dominated convergence 
Ilf * -fnIlL2~8’2t42+81,Ll:) tends to 0 if n + co. Hence there is N, E N such 
that n > N, implies that 
[f *(xl -f,(x)1 P:(T z + h) 4&W 
Vz E Bi and Vh E A*. 
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The same result also holds for the second integral in formula (21); this gives 
rise to a number N,. The third integral is equal to J,I [f,(x + z + h) - 
.L(x + z)l 444LL 1s uniformly continuous on B’ (see (9)); hence 
3 a > 0 such that Jlh IIH < a 
where N3 = max(N, , Nz). The study of the last integral of (2 1) is obvious. 
Hence we have obtained 
For every ball B” in H, and for every E > 0 there exists an 
a > 0 such that 
h~H,~,llhll,~a~I~hll,,,< 1 
zEH+andzEB” ! 
=F- If*@ t h) -f*(z)/ < 6. (22) 
This proves that f * is continuous on H,z uniformly if z varies in a 
bounded subset of HT2. 
C. D$erentiability off * up to first order. We use formula (19’): if z E H,, 
and h E HT3 
,u;(B*) ].I-*@ + h) -f*(z)] = A, t A, 3 
where 
’ A, = 2 
il 
F’(z + rx)h x dr dps(x) + (I h(I,.c,(h), (23) 
0 82 
where c,(h) + 0 if 11 h (IH -+ 0 uniformly if z is in a bounded subset of H (from 
the property that F is Cm of bounded type) and where 
A, = 6, + 6,, 
6, = j f*(x) P;<x, z + h) 4&x) - j f*(x) P;<x, z) 4&x), 
ztB2 2+Il* 
(24) 
6, = I f*(x) d-(x, z + h) d&x> - j f*(x) d-(x, z + h) d/&(x). zthtB2 ztB2 
We study 6, and 6, successively. 
Study of 6,. We recall from (16) that if z E H+, x E H+ a.e. for &, 
p:(x, z) = exp{--t [II T-rzI);,, - 2 Re(T-‘z, T-‘x),,,]}. 
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from which one immediately obtains (G-derivatives) 
=&-(x,z)[Re(T-‘h,, T-‘x),,--Re(T-‘h,, T-~z)~+], 
= p’,(x, z)[ (Re(T-‘h, T-‘x)~~* - Re(T-‘h, T-‘z)~+}~ - 11 T-‘hjlfm,,,]]. 
From Taylor’s formula of order 2 it follows that, if z E HT1, h E H, , 
P’,(X, z + h) - P’,(X, z) 
=&(x, z) [Re(T-‘h, T-‘x)~+* - Re(T-‘h, T-‘z),,,] + r (25) 
with the following majorization of r: 
2 I rl< o$~~l P’,<x, z + th) [W(T-‘h, T-‘x~,,~ 
- Re(T-‘h, T-‘(z + th))H,2)2 + II T-‘hIIf,,,], 
2 I rl< o;yy 1 [@Why x)~,J* d-(x9 z + th) , 
- 2 Re(h, z + fh)Hr3 Re(h, x)~+ p:(x, z + th) 
+ {II h II& + (Wh z + thLrJ2 1 d-(x, z + th)l. (26) 
An elementary computation shows that the function x - p’,(x, z) . Re(h, x)Hr3 
is in L2f&) and its norm in L2@i) is less than Ilhl(,,,(l + 4 ~~z~~~,,,“~ 
exp 114f,3. Another elementary computation shows that the first term is in 
L*(,&) and that 
Ilx --t PX-T z + WWh x)~~J* IlL2crr+j 
< llhl(&@ + 24 /(z + rh((&, + 16 ((z + ~~l/j,,,)“~ exp l/z + rh/l,?,,,. (27) 
From the bounds written above and (26) it follows that 
II x --) ZRe(h, z + t/z&, . Re@, xh P%G z + th)llr.2cu:., 
< 2 II h II& II z + th llHT3 (1+ 4 II z + d ll~J’* exp II z + th Ilk,.l. (28) 
From (17) it follows that 
Ilx + {II hII& + (Re(k z + fhLTJ2J P’,(x, z t fh>llL2<,+, 
~Il~lI& 11 +Il~+~~lI~,~~~~fIl~+~~lI~,.,]. 
(29) 
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From (25), r is in L*(u$) in the variable x. From (26), (27), (28), (29) we 
have 
2 //+(a:) G o$w* lP/l~,~ exp 112 + fh/l& [ 1 + II z + fhlI& 
+ ((8 + 24 llz + thll;,~ + 16 llz + #,T,)*‘2 (30) 
+ 2 I/z + t&3 (1 + 4 l/z + ~hll~,3)“zJ. 
From (24), (25) one has 
6, = I 1+B2 f*(x)lRe(h, xIHr3 - Re(h, z),,~~I d(x, 4 4&(x> 
where t(x, z, h) is the function r defined in (25). 
From (30), (20) one has 
where M(Z, h) remains bounded when ((z (jHT3 and ((h (lHT3 remain bounded. 
It is easy to check that the function x -+ Re(h, x&, is in t’@) if h E H,j 
(note that the more general function x 3 Re(h, x),,, p$(x, z) has already been 
studied between formulas (26) and (27)). 
From a property of dpT,r it follows that 
= 
i 
B2 f*(x + z) Re(h, x&+ 4&x); 
hence 
6, = c f*(x + z> Re@, XL,,, d&(x) + II h II&, W, h) (31) BZ 
and h + j,t f*(x + z) Re(h, x& d&(x) is linear continuous on H,, while R 
is bounded when both I(zllHTa nd 11 hII,,,, remain bounded. 
Study of 6,. Let u be the unitary vector of HT2 in the (real) direction 
h E H+ (hence (u, hlHr2 > 0). Let L, be the orthogonal supplement of [Ru in 
the real Hilbert space H:z (i.e., H:z is H, 2 when considered as a real vector 
space). 
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Let 8 be the map 
H;z - L,X R 
x ( y, t) such that x = y + tu. 
Let ,uL denote the image of ,u: by the projection on L, and let dt be the 
Lebesgue measure on IR N [Ru. On L, X [R we have both the measure pu, x dt 
and the measure ,& image of pT by the isomorphism 8. 
Then from Skorohod [ 15, Sect. 20, Theorem 11, 
d& = .r(t, y)[&, x dtl, 
From (24), 
4 = I,* f*(x + z + h) 4&(x) - j-,, f*(x + z + h) 4&x). 
(32) 
(32’) 
(33) 
Let P,(B*) denote the orthogonal projection (in the Hilbert space H:z) of 
B* on L,. If y is an element of PL(B2), the real line y + 1Ru, with u as 
unitary vector, intersects the boundary of B* (in H~z) at two points of coor- 
dinates denoted by tl(y) and t*(y) (with t,(y) < t2( )); hence it intersects the 
boundary of -h + B2 at the two points tl(y) u - h and t*(y) u - h whose 
coordinates are t i ( y) - I( h 11HT2 and t2( y) - I( h JIHrz, respectively. 
From (33) and (32), 
6, = 1 (1 
fZ(Y) tl(Y) 
- f*(y t tu t z t h) r(t, Y) dt ddy). 
P,(d) t2(Y)-llhllH@ I flW-lihllHy2 ) (34) 
From the end of part B (formula (22)), f*(y + tu t z t h) is uniformly 
continuous in t (in the domain of the t-integration) uniformly in y E PL(Bz). 
From (32’), r(t, y) is uniformly continuous in t, uniformly if y E P,(B*) a-e. 
for I~. To prove this let E > 0 be given and let us always consider t in the 
domain of the t-integration in (34) which is a compact subset of [R. If y is 
such that I Re(u, y&j I is bigger than some A large enough then ) r(t, y)l ( i 
for every t; if ) Re(u, y),,,l Q A, use the property that the functional 
exponential is uniformly continuous on any compact subset of the real line. 
Hence f*(y t tu + z t h) r(t, y) is uniformly continuous in t, uniformly in 
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y (modulo a null set) when I and 4’ vary in their respective integration 
domains. Whence, writing 
1 
12(Y) 
f*(y + t* + z + h) .r(t, Y) dt h,(y) 
WY)-llhllf+2 
I 
12(Y) 
= f*(u + tz(y) * + z + h) NY), Y) dt &,(y) 
MY)- llhilH~2 
i 
12(Y) 
+ u-*(Y + t* + z + h) a Y) f2(Y)-,,h,(HTZ 
- f*(y + tz(~) * + z + h) WY), Y>} df h(y) 
and the same formula for tr(y), we obtain from (34) 
4 = II h IIIW 1 If*(Y + tz(Y) * + z + h) WY)~ Y> pL(B2) 
(35) 
- f*(v + tl(y> * + z + h) 7(t,O), ~11 &L(y) 
+ Ilhll ~r2 dh), 
where c;(h) tends to 0 if I( h(IHr2 --, 0 (and h E HT)), uniformly if z is in a 
bounded subset of HT2, Now from the uniform continuity off* (end of part 
B and (22)) and from (32’) and with a new function c,(h) having the same 
property as the one before, we have 
6, = II hllHrz jpLcB2) U’*(Y + b(y) * + z) dtz(~)~ Y) 
(36) 
- f*(Y + PI * + 2) 7(4(~)3 ~11 ddy) 
+ llhll H+ #I. 
From Skorohod [ 15, formula (5), Sect. 271 we obtain the surface integral 
S, = I f*(x + z)(rlx, h),,, h”, + II h llw dh), (37) s2 
where S2 is the boundary of the ball B2 in HT2, where v, is the normal vector 
in H=I for this ball at the point x and where puT s2is the surface measure on this 
sphere; see Skorohod [15, Sect. 271. 
The first term giving 6, in (37) is linear continuous in h on H,j . 
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From (231, (24), (311, (37) we have thus obtained that f * is differentiable 
on H,) and that, if z E H,3 and h E HT3, 
&p2) f*‘(z) h = 2 ,djBI F’(z + rx) h x dr d,&(x) 
+ I 32 f*(x + z) Re(h, xhT3 4&x) (38) 
+ I j-*(x + z)(v,, hLf,2 d& s2 
Furthermore 
where 
f*(z + h) - f*(z) = f*‘(z) h + II WI”,3 E(Z, h)9 
(38’) 
&(Z, h) -+ 0 if Ilhll~,3+0 
uniformly for z in a bounded subset of H,3. 
D. Further considerations on the first derivative of f *. We may 
perform all the calculations of section C in H,, instead of H,I and we obtain 
f * is differentiable on HT4 and if z,hEHe, 
&(B3) f*‘(z) h = j33 f*(z + 2) Re(h, XL+ 4&(x) 
(39) 
+ s3 f*(x + z)(tl,> h&3 &s) 1 
1 
+2 I( F’(z + rx) h x dr d&-(x). 0 B3 
The second member of (39) is defined for z E H,, while h remains in He. 
For a fixed h E HT4 let us prove that this second member is a continuous 
function of z E HT3. 
Let 
I(z) = j f*(x + z) Re(h, x)~,., d&x), z E H+, h E He. 
B’ 
I(z) - I@,) =i [f*(x + z) - f*(x + z,)] Re(h, x),+ d&(x). 
3’ 
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We have already remarked that the function x -+ Re(h, x)~~ is in t’@i-) if 
h E Hp. Hence 
I 
112 
I Wk xLr412 4%~) . 
f* is uniformly continuous on each bounded subset of H+; hence 
I(z,) + I(z) if z, + z in H+. 
Owing to the definition of the surface integral in Skorohod [ 151 the 
second integral of (39) is treated in the same way. The case of the third 
integral of (39) is trivial. Hence our above assertion. 
Looking now at (38) we prove in the same way that for every fixed 
h E H,J the function z + f*‘(z) h is continuous on H,j. Now recall that Hp 
is dense in H+; hence we obtain 
For every z E HT3 and h E HT4: 
d4B3) f*‘(z) . h = j f *(x + z) Why XL,+ 4&, 
8’ 
+ I f *(x + z)(rt,v hLYr3 4@ S3 (40) 
2 
+2 II F’(z + rz) h x dr d&(x). 0 B’ 
E. Higher order dlflerentiability off *. We are going to prove recurrently 
the following “property (PJ’: 
f * is (k - 1) times differentiable on H,J in the direction of Hp and if 
zEH,a,hiEHT4, 1 < i < k we have both (1) and (2) below: 
(1) z--, f*‘“-“(z)hl ... hk-, is continuous on H,, for the topology 
induced by. H, and bounded on the intersection with HT3 of any bounded 
subset of H,. 
(2) &?3)[f*‘k-‘)(z + h,) h, . . . h, - f*‘k-“(z) h, ‘.’ hk] 
= f *(k-‘)(x + z) h, ..’ h,-, Re(hk, x& d&(x) 
+ @f 1 
*(k-‘)(x + z) h, ... h,-,(&, hk)HT, d@(x) 
’ +2 
!-I 
Fk’(z + rx) h, ... h, . x dr &i(x) 
0 8’ 
+ II h llw et.& h, , h, ,..., hk), 
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where h 2 ,..*, h, + & h, , h, ,..., h/J is a continuous (k - 1)-linear form on 
H*.I, such that its norm in this space Y((k-‘)He) tends to 0 if )I h, (IHT, + 0 
uniformly for z in a bounded subset of H+. 
Remark. A closed ball in HT3 is relatively compact in H, (because it is 
the image of a ball of H, by T2), but it is easy to check that it is also closed 
in H,; hence it is compact in H,. Hence a closed bounded subset of HTj is 
compact in H,. 
Let US prove (PJ. We have shown that f * is one time differentiable on 
H+ in the direction of HT4. 
If h E HT4 we have 
(1) z + f*‘(z) h is continuous on HT3 for the topology induced by 
HT2 and bounded on the intersection with HT3 of any bounded subset of H,z 
(this assumption is obvious from (40), (20) and (22)). 
(2) If h, h, E H,,; z E H,3 we have, from (40), 
~u:t~‘)[f*‘(z -t h,) h, -f*‘(z) . h,] 
= I [f*(x 4 z + h,) - f*tx + z)] Re(h2, xl,,, &-(x) 83 
+ I [j-*(x + z + h,) - f*@ + z)l(vx, U,r~ 4s: s3 
1 +2 li , [F’(z + h, + rx) h, x - F’(z + rx) h, . x] dr d&(x). 
From (38’) thz ‘first integral is equal to jB3 [f*‘(x + z) h, + 11 h, llHT3 
E(X + z, h,)] Re(h,, x),,, d&(x). From (1) above and (22) the function 
x + E(X + z, h,) is continuous on H,3 for the topology induced by HT2, and it 
is bounded on every bounded subset of H r3. Hence this first integral is equal 
to .lif*‘tx + 4 h, Re(Ld+440) + llh lIHTaJi~ 0 + z, WRe&&, 
c@(x). If we note si(z, h,, h,) = 1,~ ~(4 + z, h,) Re(h,, X& d&(x) we have 
I adz, h 3 WI 
< 11x-r ~6 + G hK2~B~,r:~ lb -+ Reh &r411L~,B~,Ll~~. 
An elementary computation shows that 1)x -+ Re(h,x),,,)1L2CB3,L1;j < II h2 llHTd. 
If z is in a fixed bounded subset of HTa and x is in B3, then (x + z) is in a 
fixed bounded subset of Hrl; recall that (from (38’)) the function 
h, + E(Y, h,) tends to 0 when llh, llHr3 tends to 0, uniformly for Y in a fixed 
bounded subset of H+. 
Hence the function h, -+ E,(z, h, , h2) is a continuous linear form on HP 
such that its norm in the space 4p(Hp) tends to 0 when II h, llNT3 --) 0, 
uniformly for z in a fixed bounded subset of HT3. 
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The study of the second integral is similar, and the study of the third 
integral is obvious; finally we obtain 
&B3)lf*‘(z + h,) h, -f*‘(z) &I 
= 
I 
f*‘(x f Z) h, Re(h,, x)~,~ d&(x) 
8’ 
1 
+2 li F”(z + rx) h, h,x dr d&(x) 0 83 
(41) 
where h, -+ E(Z, h,, h2) is a continuous linear form on H,r such that its norm 
in the space LP(Hp) tends to 0 when )I h, IlHr3 -+ 0 uniformly for z in a fixed 
bounded subset of H+. 
Now let us assume (P,J is true and let us prove (Pktl). (Pk)(2) implies 
that f * is k-times differentiable on H+ in the direction of H+ and that 
p;(B3) f*‘“‘(z) h, h, 
= $f c *(kp’)(~+~)h, ... hkel Re(h,,x),,d&(x) 
+ I s3f*'k- l)(x + z)h, '.' h,-,(r,, hx)H+ &s:(x) 
1 
t2 il Fck)(z + rx) h, . . h,x dr d&x). 0 8’ 
First we have to check (1) in (P,,,): for fixed hi E Hp let us consider the 
function z -+ f*‘k’ (z) h, ... h, defined z E H,,. Let z, E H,, and z, E H,J 
with j(z,, - zOIIHrI+ 0 if n + +co. B3 + {z”),,~~ is bounded in HT2 and 
contained in HT3; hence, from (1) in (Pk), f*(k-l)(~ + z,) h, .” h,-, is 
bounded if x E B3 uniformly in n. 
*(k-‘)(~ t z,,) h, ... hk-, -f*‘k-l)(x+~O) h, . h,-,} 
X Re(h,, x&a, d&x) 
< IIX-+f*(k-l) (x+z,,)h, .,.&-l-f *(k-1)(x t zo) h, h,- 1 I/L~BJ.& 
l/x -, Re@,, X)H,, t/~w,u:). 
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From the theorem of dominated convergence the second member of this 
inequality tends to 0 if at + +co. 
Lf *‘k-l’(X+Z,)hl .‘. hk~,-f*‘k-~‘(X+20)h, “‘h,_,) 
c iihkhW{s3 If *(k- “(X + z,) h, h,- 1 
-f*(k-l’(X+ zo) h, “. h,_,l d&x). 
From (1) in ((Pk) and the remark at the beginning of Section E the 
function z -+f*‘k-“(z) h, h,- r is uniformly continuous for the topology 
induced by H+ on every bounded subset of HT3. Hence we obtain that 
Jsl (f*(k-“(X + zn) h, ‘.. hkwl -f *(k-‘)(~ + z,,)h, ... A,-,\ d,@(x) tends to 
0 if n -+ co. The study of the third integral is obvious. 
From formulas (41) and Pk( 1) we easily obtain that z -+f*k(~) h, ... hk is 
bounded on the intersection with H,3 of any bounded subset of HT2. We have 
just proved part (1) of (Pk+,). 
From (41), 
&B3>[f*‘k’(z + h,) h, .” hk+, -f*(k)(z) h, “’ hk+ I] 
= $f i 
*(k-1)(X + z + h,) -f*ck-“(X + z)) 
x h, ‘. h, Re(h,+ 1, +a d&(X) 
+ IS3 Lf *(k-1’(~ + z + h,) -f*‘k-l’(~ + z)} 
X 4 ..’ h/h,> hk+ I)H+ d&(X) 
+2 I( ’ {Fck’(z+rx+h,)-F(k’(z+r~)}h2~~~hk+,Xdrdp;(X). 0 83 
From (Pk), 
Lf *(k-1)(~ + z + h,) -f *(k-1’(x + z)} h, ... h, 
= f *(k’(x + z) h, h, + 11 h, IIHT, &(x + z, h, ,..., hk). 
From these two last formulas and the conditions on E in (Pk) one obtains 
part (2) of (Pkr,) in the same manner as that used to obtain (PI). 
409/78/2-9 
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F. End of the proof of Lemma 1. It remains to check that af * = F. 
This is done in Raboin [ 13 ] by the following integration by parts formula: 
for every function Y of class C’ and of bounded type 
and with bounded support on H7.‘, 
a)-*(x) zY(x) d&(x) 
written both for f * and the functions f, and a passage to the limit 
n-++ao. D 
LEMMA 2. Let H, --+ H, + H, be an increasing sequence of separable 
Hilbert spaces with nuclear injections. Let F be a closed VW dflerential form 
of type (0, 1) on H,, such that F and its derivatives are bounded on each 
bounded subset of H,. Then there exists a Q” function f * on H, such that 
@*=Fon H,. 
Proof: Consider the sequence H, + at’ --f Rr -+ .. + I?? = H (where 
flfi denote the closure of H, in Hi, equipped with the scalar product induced 
by Hi). Here the canonical injections are quasi-nuclear and with dense range. 
The composition of two quasi-nuclear maps is nuclear (Pietsch [ 10, Theorem 
3.3.2]), hence we have H, -+ fl? -+pr+ fl? + flp = H with nuclear 
injections. The composed injection U from Ho to H is of type 1”4 (because it 
is the composition of four nuclear maps, which are of type ii; see Theorems 
8.3.3 and 8.2.7 of ]lO]. 
Theorems 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 of [lo] applied to the injection U show that 
there exist two orthonormal basis (en)nsN and (fJnghJ of H, and H, respec- 
tively, such that Ux = C,,,? A,(x, e,)f, for every x in H,, where (A,) are the 
nth approximation numbers of U. Here 1, = ]]en([H and U is of type 1”4; 
hence CncR. lle,,lli” < ~0. 
Let us now consider the operator T defined on H by 
T(f,> = I/e, llZ”f for every n E [N. 
T is of type I’, hence nuclear [ 10, Theorem 8.3.31. T is injective, self-adjoint 
with dense range. H,c is H,. Now we consider the restriction of F to H. It is 
a $5”” differential form on H which verifies all the assumptions of Lemma I ; 
hence Lemma 1 gives the result. 4 
Proof of the Theorem. As it is well known (structure of DFN spaces; see 
[7, Chap. VIII; 8, Chap. VII]) E is the inductive limit of an increasing 
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sequence of separable Hilbert spaces E, with nuclear injection E, -+ E,, I for 
every n; we may suppose that for ‘every n the inclusion of E, in E, + , may be 
factorized as 
En=Ho,n-*H,.,-,..~ *Hm=E,+,, 
where all these maps are nuclear injections and where the spaces Hi,, are 
separable Hilbert spaces contained in E,, , . 
Now consider the restriction of F to the spaces E,, , . It verifies all the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2 (in particular F, and each derivative is bounded on 
each bounded subset of E, + , , because these bounded subsets are relatively 
compact in En+* and the restruction of F is 9?a on each E,); hence there 
exists a 95’” function f,* on E, such that on E,, 
a;; = F. 
Denote by fi the function f;” and consider f,* - fi . It is defined and Va on 
E, and we have 8(fc -f,) = 0 on E,; hence it is obvious that f: - fi is 
holomorphic on E,. This holomorphic function can be approximated by 
complex polynomials, and these polynomials can be approximated by 
polynomials of finite type (because E, has the approximation property) for 
the topology of uniform convergence on the compact subsets of E,. And for 
this topology we can approximate these finite type polynomials on E, by 
restrictions to E, of finite type polynomials defined on E (because the 
restriction map 
r: E’ - (E,)’ 
u ulE2 
has a dense range: if x E (E2)” = E, c E is null on r(E’) then x = 0). See [ 31 
on this subject. 
Hence there exists a polynomial P, on E such that 
sup I(f;"(x)-fz(x)--P,(x)l < 1P23 
XEBI 
where B, is the unit ball of E, (B, is relatively compact in El). 
Denote by f3 the function f;" - P,. We have: 
f, is @‘” on E3, 
$f, = F on E, (because JP, = 0), 
sup If,(x) -f2(x>l < w2. 
XEBl 
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By an obvious induction we obtain a sequence (f,!) of V”- functions on E,, 
such that isfn = F on E, and supxGR, zif,(x) -f,- ,(x)1 < l/2”- ‘, where B,, z 
is the unit ball of E,, z. 
For any x E E there is some IZ large enough such that x E B, because we 
may w-wse (B,h is a base of bounded sets of E; hencef,(x) is defined 
for n large enough and If,(x) -f,-,(x)] ( l/2”-’ for n large enough. Let 
f(x) = lim ,,+J,(x). The functions (f,, , -f,) are holomorphic on E,. When 
I-+ 00, the functions (f,,, -f,) are convergent o (f-f,) in the space 
,Y(E,,) equipped with its topology of uniform convergence on the compact 
subsets of E, (because very compact subset of E, is contained in some B, 
for k large enough). Hence f = (f-f,) +f, is @‘a‘ on E,. Since this is true 
for any n we obtain: f is G?‘” on E. We have af = F on each E, (because 
f-f, EX(E,,) + $= a;f, = F on E,); hence @= F. a 
COROLLARY 1. Let E be a DFN space; then 
0 -+X(E) --* B(E) 5 .Z~O,,~c,osed(E) --% 0 
is an exact sequence. 
ProoJ From the theorem, & is surjective onto 8”,,,,,,,,,,,(E); the other 
properties, including continuity of &, are obvious. 1 
Remark. As announced in the Introduction, this exactness is used by the 
authors in another work [5] for a study of the solution of homogeneous 
convolution equations spaces of entire function of exponential type. 
COROLLARY 2. The j!rst Cousin problem admits a solution on DFN 
spaces. 
Proox A DFN space is nuclear and Lindelof; hence we have @‘” 
partitions of unity (see [ 131, for instance). Furthermore from our theorem we 
solve the first Cousin problem as it is done in the finite dimensional case [9]. 
Remark. Our proof is adaptable to a convex balanced open subset of E. 
Since the proof of Lemma 1 is more technical in this situation we do not 
enter into details. Furthermore this proof also gives a result of hypoellipticity 
of a: 
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Note added in prooJ A great simplification in the proof of Lemma 1 was kindly 
communicated to us by P. Mazet; he proved a result of hypoellipticity of the a operator which 
replaces parts B and C (i.e., the modified Raboin’s proof thatf* is C’) and parts D and E 
(i.e., our proof thatf* is C”). 
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